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Dear Friends,

April is a great month for France-USA initiatives : French startups can

apply  to  the  accelerator  program  NETVA, scientists  have a  lot  of

grant opportunities to set up collaborations, France is praised as a

great investment place by the U.S companies, and a special edition of

the "Café des Sciences" is coming soon. Only good news ! 

   

And, as usual, a lot of news and great job opportunities coming from

France and New England ! 

 

Enjoy the reading !

Innovation : French Innovation Clusters, an

example for the Boston area ?
Jim Collins, founder of New England Business

Partners, is an expert at international relations

and business development. In his last article,

he analyzed how the Boston-Cambridge-Quincy

axis  could  learn  from  the  French  Innovation

Clusters  to  enhance  its  attractiveness  and

innovation  dynamic,  so  that  it  can  become

very competitive on a global scale.   

 

Hereunder is a preview of his analysis. 

 

"With its 71 Innovation clusters (Pôles de compétitivité), France is the

country that took Michael Porter's economic developement paradigm

paradigm  to  the  maximum.  The  technology  focus  ranges  from

biotech to  waste water treatment to  aerospace to  IT  and beyond,

depending  upon  the  geography,  institutional  infrastructure  and  its

university research and development capacity. Though identified by

the principal city - Paris, for example - a cluster further promotes the

value-added benefits of proximate cities or towns, such as Saclay, 12

miles southwest of Paris. "
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"Furthermore, the commitment of the French government is

evident with an investment of $2.5 billion euro, generous tax credits,

incentive  bonuses,  and business-friendly  policies, as  well as  buy-in

from the communities that the clusters thrive in. The community is

defined  as  not  just  the  residents  but  the  retail  infrastructure,

suppliers,  subcontractors  and  clients,  who  enjoy  the  largesse  of

employment and commerce."

 

But why should the already dynamic  Boston-Cambridge-Quincy axis

learn from the model used by France in its clusters ? 

 

"Many  research studies of  successful clusters  worldwide  underscore

the benefit of the inter-dependencies among cluster-based companies

that yield economies of scale, supply chain access, joint ventures and

capital. But what these studies considered more important is what is

referred to as social capital. Creating an inclusionary social dynamic

within and among the innovation districts of a regional cluster fosters

the sharing of knowledge and know-how that is crucial to innovation."

 

Mr Collins emphasizes the fact that Boston, a "financial, cultural and

business  Meca",  Cambridge,  a  "technology  and  innovation  nirvana"

and Quincy "with "affordable housing stocks" already have unmatched

assets ranking the region "world class". But these cities seem more

focused on competing with  each other  and promoting themselves,

rather  than  setting  up  collaborations  that  could  enhance  their

attractiveness on a worldwide scale.

 

Recently, new steps have been taken, as "the city councilors of both

Cambridge and Boston met to discuss the benefits of a cooperative

and  agressive  effort  to  promote  the  Boston-Cambridge  axis  of

financial,  entrepreneurial  and  intellectual  power".  And  Quincy  is

committing  $  1.5  Billion  in  infrastructure  and  commercial

development.   

 

According  to  Jim  Collins,  they  could  very  well  learn  from  the

experience  of  French  clusters,  especially  for  the  collaborative

aspects of clusters. This is how the Office of Science and Technology

of the French Consulate in Boston, as well as the business network of

the FACCNE, could facilitate this  process by "  bringing intellectual

and practical insights to the discussion, planning and development of

the  burgeoning  regional  cluster  in  and  around  Boston".  It  would

definitely be a great occasion to strengthen the economic and social

ties between France and the U.S.
    

You can find Jim Collins' full the article in "Le Courrier", the quarterly

magazine of the FACCNE. 

  

News : France sees foreign investments surge in



2010, becoming the 4th most welcoming

country in the world !
The  French  economy  is  sometimes  depicted  as

sclerotic  and sheltered, making it  not particularly

welcoming for foreign investments.  

 

According to the latest annual report published by

the "Invest in France Agency", this prejudice has to

be overcome as it is at the opposite of reality. The

French  economy  minister,  Christine  Lagarde,

announced that 2010 has been "a record-breaking year" thanks to

foreign investments that reached a 15-year high $57 billion, ranking

France as 4th leading recipient of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in

the world, and the first in Europe, ahead Germany !

These investments represent a 22% increase compared to 2009,

and have a great impact on France's competitiveness. In 2010 the FDI

was responsible for the creation of 31,815 jobs, through 782 projects

,and accounted for 22% of all R&D expenditures.

 

US companies confirmed their attraction to France  and showed a

dramatic  rise  in  their  commitment  to  global  expansion  with

productive  investments  in  France  shooting  up  31%  (against  22%

worldwide),  reclaiming  its  long-standing  position  as  a  leading

investor in France. The United States is now the 2nd largest investor

in France, with 139 job-creating investment projects in  France in

2010, just behind Germany (140 projects). US investments allowed the

creation of more than 6,000 jobs in France in 2010 !   

 

Geographically, companies of the East Coast  of the U.S are the most

active, accounting for 40 % of the the U.S. FDI in France in 2010.  

U.S  companies  privilege  investments  in  Software  and  IT  services,

such  as  Dell  who  created  an  IT  center  employing  300  people  or

Google,  who  is  creating  an  R&D  center  focused  on  improving  its

search engine performance.

 

France is an attractive choice for foreign-owned companies for many

reasons. Many of the executives stressed the large domestic market,

low-cost energy, good infrastructure  and most of all  well-trained

workers. These advantages offset the rigidity of labor laws. 

 

The French Government, well aware of the importance of FDI, has

become  more  and  more  attentive  to  the  needs  of  foreign-owned

companies  and  improved  the  investment  environment  through

specific incentives such as research tax credits, a tax-free overtime

system,  investments  in  infrastructure,  etc.  The  Attractiveness

Strategy Council, created in 2004,  gathers the French government

and  CEOs  of  foreign  companies,  allowing  the  latest  to  make

recommendations to improve France's attractiveness.  

 

All these incentives contributed to making France a top destination

for FDI, which is critical to the competitiveness of the country.  Let's

hope 2011 will bring new all-time high figures !



 

To read the full 2010 Annual Report of the Invest In France Agency,

detailing foreign investments in France in 2010, please click here 

   

Event : "Café des Sciences" April 2011

Les nouveaux modèles de gouvernance

académique : une perspective européenne et

américaine des politiques de recherche.
 

Don't miss this exceptionnal edition of the café des
sciences, featuring prominent speakers

 

Philippe Gillet 
Vice-President : Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne

(Switzerland) 

Former Chief of Staff of Valérie Pécresse (France) 

 

Philippe Aghion
Professor of Economy : Harvard University 

 

The debate will be held in French 

 
Wednesday, April 27  6:00 - 8:00 p.m

Swissnex - Consulate of Switzerland

420 Broadway
CAMBRIDGE MA 02142

Networking reception to follow.

The event is free but RSVP is required

Office  of  Science  and  Technology  Event  :

French-American Biotech Symposium
 

The French Office for Science and Technology in Los

Angeles  and  Eurobiomed  (French  Competitiveness

Cluster in health, based in Southern France) organize 

the  4
th

 edition  of  the  French  American  Biotech

Symposium (FABS).

 

The event will be held at the Gladstone Institute in San

Francisco, on April 11
th
 and 12

th
, 2011.  

 

This symposium will focus on "New Therapeutic Approaches of Aging"

and gather 22 American and French experts, from the academia and the

industry, to present their works and discuss the main challenges in two

critical subjects :  



 

1/New Insights in the Biology and Therapy of Aging (Session I - April

11
th
)

 

2/Innovative  Approaches  to  Age-related  Diseases  (Session II  -  April

12
th
)

 

This event is a great scientific and networking opportunity. The OST

representatives in Los Angeles hope to meet you there!

 

For additional information on this event and to register, please visit our

website : http://www.fabs2011.com/

 

Partner's event : FACCNE New Member

Networking Night and Young Professionals social

media event

FACCNE New Members Networking Night
Thursday, April 21, 6:00 - 8:00 PM

 

Baystate Financial Services

200 Clarendon St. - 19th Floor, Boston MA

More information and RSVP on the Chamber's website

 

FACCNE Young Professional Committee event : Social Media

in Your Life and Career

Thursday, May 5th 6:00 - 8:00 p.m
 

Swissnex - Consulate of Switzerland, 420 Broadway - Cambridge  

More information to come on the FACCNE website

 

Partner's initiative : only a few days left to get

endorsed for the 2011 MassChallenge

Competition !

MassChallenge  is  running  the  largest

global  startup  competition  to  catalyze

the  launch  and  success  of  high-growth,

high-impact new businesses

 Application deadline is April 11th 2011 !

The  Office  of  Science  and  Technology  has  been  given  the

opportunity to be an entrant endorser for the MassChallenge 2011

competition. As referrals act as an endorsement for a French startup,

endorsement points will count towards each team's  score for the

first round of judging !

If you have the next big idea and are willing to run the Masschallenge



Competition,  we  recommend  that  you  let  us  know  and  we  may

endorse you ! 

 

Innovation News, Breakthrough, Clusters

Updates and Events
Scientific Breakthrough

Combining Biowaste to Produce Quality Biogas

Innovation News

France's  Unique  Low  Energy  Consumption

Experimental Home

 Recharge Your Electric Car with a Solar Canopy - A First !

Nanostructured Composite  Products  -  Ales  Ecole  des  Mines  Files  a

Patent in the US

Spotlight on French Regions

NUM3D - A Technological Platform Serving Business

A Center of Excellence in Clean Biotechnologies in the Marne

Events In France

Forum 4i - Innovation & Industry, a Winning Combination

Medtec  France  gathers  the  manufacturers  and  subcontractors  of

medical devices

Grants, Scholarships and Awards
American  Chemical  Society  (ACS)  :  Global

Research  Experiences,  Exchanges  and

Training Program (GREET) 

 

 The  ACS  has  created  the  GREET  program,  that

aims  to  support  intensive,  high-impact

international  chemistry  research  experience  and  collaboration

opportunities for U.S. researchers by providing travel awards of up to

$10,700 for at least five teams in 2011.

 

The  program  is  open  to  any  chemistry  early-to-mid  career

researchers  and talented undergraduate  or  graduate  students  who

would like to conduct an international research collaboration at an

international  host  academic  or  industrial  laboratory  of  their

choosing.

 

Learn More about GREET and apply

Richard Lounsbery Award : International Award

of the National Science Foundation



Intended  to  stimulate  research  and  to  encourage

reciprocal  scientific  exchanges  between  the  United

States  and  France,  this  prize  is  given  in  alternate

years  to  young  American  and  French  scientists  in

recognition  of extraordinary  scientific  achievement  in  biology  and

medicine.  

 

In addition to the award, a further sum is provided for the recipient

to visit a laboratory or research institution in France, if he or she is

American; in the United States, if French.

 

Deadline for application is April 30th

Learn more and apply (in French) 

 

Marie Curie fellowships call for proposals

International  Incoming  Fellowship  (IIF)  aims  at  encouraging  top

class  researchers  from  non-European  countries,  and  European

researchers  who  have  been  active  in  research  in  a  non-European

country  (e.g.,  United States)  for  at  least  three  years,  to  work  on

research projects in Europe. 

 
International Outgoing Fellowship (IOF) offers European researchers

the opportunity  to  be  trained and to  acquire  new knowledge in  a

non-European  country  high-level  research  organization,  and

subsequently  return  to  an  organization  in  a  Member  State  or

Associated Country.

 

Deadline for application is August 11th 

Learn more and apply  

 

Challenging Job offers in France
 

European Synchrotron Radiation Facility - Grenoble 

Post-doctoral position for the Electronical Structure and Magnetism

Group. Candidates should hold a  Ph.D. Experience in areas such as

X-ray spectroscopies, including dichroisms and synchrotron radiation

instrumentation is essential.

Learn more and apply 

Curie Institue - Genetics Department - Paris

Senior biologist in Cancer Genetics position, focused on  performing

and developing molecular diagnoses in oncology. Candidates should

have a minimum of 5 years of experience in molecular biology.

Learn more and apply 

CEA - Institute of Emerging Diseases and Innovative Therapies  -

Paris

Post-doctoral  position  available,  focused  onIn  Vivo  Imaging  of

Immune  Reponse  to  Vaccine.  Applicants  should  have  a  PhD  with



research  experience  in  the  fields  of  pre-clinical  in  vivo  _maging,

biophysics, cell biology and/or immunology.

Learn more and apply

To browse various Science job offers in France, you can visit :

Nature website 

EuroScienceJobs.com   

Sincerely,

The Office of Science and Technology in Boston
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